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Let x, , x, )...) be a sequence of independent identically distributed random 
vectors in k-dimensional Euclidean space R, and let @(A) be the standard normal 
distribution in R,, S, = X, + . . . 
Pi1/fi%EAll’W) h 
+ X,. In this paper a behavior of a relation 
w en set A is contained in some class of Bore1 sets and 
@(A) + 0, n --t co, is investigated. Particularly, the conditions are obtained which 
are necessary and sufficient for 
P LS.EAI =@(A)(1 +0(l)), 
I fi 
n-, 03, 
uniformly in all sets A which are the differences between convex Bore1 sets in R, 
satisfying the condition 
@(A) > @ix: 1x1 >;i(\/;;,{. 
Here I is a function such that J(z) T co,~(z)/zE~ 10, 0 ( s0 ( 1. 0 1985 
Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let x, , x2,..., be a sequence of independent random vectors in a k- 
dimensional Euclidean space R, with a common distribution function V(x), 
x E R,, and a characteristic function u(t), t E R,. 
Throught this paper, let 23 be the class of all Bore1 sets in R,, W, the class 
of sets which are the complements of Bore1 convex sets in R,. Also, let 
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be the standard k-dimensional normal distribution, 
S” =x, + a** +x,, n> 1. 
In [l] conditions were studied under which 
(1) 
uniformly in all Bore1 sets A such that 
@(A) 2 @@Ix: 1x1 W(fi)/fiL (2) 
where /i(z), K,(Z) are functions satisfying some conditions (particularly, 
e>/z T 009 ww %(Z) 10). 
To formulate the main results of [ 11, let us introduce some notation. Let 
s > 2 be an integer and let a function /l(z) satisfy the conditions 
A(Z)/Z T co,li(z)/z’+~ 1, z>zo, (3) 
where E,, is a constant, 0 < q, < 1. Also, let E(Z) be a positive function such 
that 
lim inf e(z) = 0, E(z>/zs-* 1, z>z,, (4) z+to 
E(z)/&(~z) < er(@-‘(r)‘r)2, Vr > 0, z > z,, (5) 
E(Z) > l/z, s is even, 
2 1/z* + Z/V”(Z), s is odd, 
(6) 
where v-‘(z) is the inverse function of v(z) = z’//i(z). We put 
a,(& z) = j (t, x)” Wx), z > 0, t E R,,p = 2 ,..., s, 
Ixl<r 
and we say that the random vector X, has a moment a,(t) of order p if 
ap(t) = limZ+ao a,(& z) exists and is finite for all t E R,. Further for positive 
z let 
+z-* I IWP s+2 Jqdy), 
ifs is even, 
= z~sys_&), if s is odd, 
K,(Z) = z*-*w(z) &(2*/A(z)), v,(z) = Q/i -‘(z)), 
where n -l(z) is the inverse function of /i(z). 
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THEOREM la. Let s > 2 be an integer and let A(z) and E(Z) be functions 
satisfying the conditions (3)-(6) and 
min(l, E(Z)) ~zS~2~~(1/2~~)(rlA~‘(z))z, q>o,z>z,. (7) 
We also assume that 
and 
E(t, X,> = 0, E(t,X,)* = lt12, Vt E R,, (8) 
(A) for some n,, the distribution of the sum S,,@ has a nonzero 
absolutely continuous component. 
Then the relation (1) holds uniformly in all Bore1 sets A, satisfying the 
condition (2), tf and only tf the following conditions are satisfied: 
(I) the random vector X, has the moments up to the order s 
inclusively and these moments coincide with the corresponding moments of 
the distribution @, 
(II) ul,(z> = 0(&(Z)), z --t 00, 
(III) for any 6 > 0, 
I @(A -Y/Z) WY) 
IYI >SA(Z) 
= O(z-2x,(z) e”(Ks(r))@(A)), Z-+00, (9) 
untformly in all sets A E YJI, satisfying the condition 
@(A) > @{x: 1x1 >A(z)/z}. (10) 
In this paper we examine the large deviations on more restricted classes of 
sets in R, which allows us to give up condition (A) of Theorem la or to 
change it for a weaker condition 
lim sup (v(t)( < 1. 
IfI -100 (Cl 
The results obtained are formulated differently depending on whether 
condition (C) holds or not and are accordingly described in two separate 
sections. 
We introduce the following notations. Let S, be the set of all semispaces 
and all complements of the balls in R,, % the set of all differences between 
convex Bore1 sets in R,, i.e., A E a if and only if A = B,\B,, where 
B, , B, E 1111, and without loss of generality B, 2 B,. In the following 
Theorems 14 of Sections 2 and 3 it is assumed that the integer s 2 2, the 
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functions A(z) and E(Z) fulfill conditions (3~(7), %invariant with respect to 
translating a class of Bore1 sets in R, comprising S, and satisfying the 
following condition: if AEW and 0< @(A),<r,, then for any 
r E [ 1, r,/@(A)] there exists a set A(‘) E !II, A(‘) ?A such that 
Here r,, < 1 is a constant independent of A and r. Note that the sets S,,, !UInz,, 
and Ic, fulfill the conditions for a class 8. 
2. RESULTS 1 
In this section we assume the random vector X, satisfying condition (C). 
THEOREMS. Let % c 3. If the equation (8) holds then 
p; ! 
- S, E A 
I 
= (p(A) e”(WJfi)J, n+ co, 
uniformly in all sets A E %, satisfying (2), tf and only if the conditions (I), 
(II) of Theorem la are satisfied and, in addition, 
(B,) for any 6 > 0 the relation (9) holds uniformly in all sets A E 96 
satisfying (10). 
The following is a consequence of Theorem 1: 
THEOREM 2. Let the conditions of Theorem 1 hold and let 
E(Z) = o(z”/y- l?(z)), z+ co. w 
Then 
p; 1 -S,EA =@(A)(1 +O(n,(c/;;))), n-, 03, 
untformly in all sets A E W satisfying (2), tf and only if the conditions (I), 
(II) of Theorems la are satisfied and, moreover, for any 6 > 0, 
J @(A -y/z) J’(dy) = O(z-‘K,(Z) @(A)), z -, 00, (13) IYI >&i(z) 
uniformly in all sets A E R satisfying Eq. (10). 
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Note that the sufficiency in Theorems 1 and 2 holds true if Eq. (7) is 
replaced by the weaker conditions 
E(Z) > +j -‘z(z)/z) e-(l/2-Q)(z/“-‘(2))*, (144 
E(Z) > zs-2e-(llq)(,-‘(z)/i)~. (14b) 
Whereas conditions (I) and (II) of Theorem la do not require any 
particular comments, condition (B,) of Theorem 1 (and the similar condition 
of Theorem 2) is rather hard to verify in the general case and, therefore, they 
need special examinations. 
Remark 1. Let A(z) be a differentiable function such that 
A(z)/z T cQ> z(~(z>/z>’ < cu + l/m), Z>/Zl, (15) 
and let a function E(Z) satisfy condition (4) and 
E(Z)/@Z) = O(l), z-+ co. (16) 
Then condition (B,) for any class !R, S, G W E b, is equivalent to the con- 
dition 
(note that if s > 3 then v,(z) = o(l), z --f co), 
COROLLARY 1. Let s > 3 be an integer and let a function E(Z) satisfy the 
conditions 
&(Z)Z’T m,O<r< 1; E(Z) zq lo, 
for all suflciently large z > 0, where q > 0 ifs is even, and q > 0 ifs is odd. 
Also let A(z) be a function such that 
Z(z) = A(z)/z 7 03, T(z) =0(1/z), Z-+00, (18) 
where K = lim sup I ln Al 
r-m lnz Gr* (19) 
Then 
I 
=@(A)(1 +O(n- (s-2)‘2P(fi) &(&i/X(&i)))), n --) 00, 
WV 
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uniformly in all sets A E %, S, E W G D, satisfying (2) if and only if the 
conditions (I) of Theorem la and 
i ,y, >z I Y Is WY) = W(Z)), z-+ 03, (21) 
I 
V&) = O(z-S~k+2S-2(z) E(Z/(i -‘(z)) e-(:/2)(dk’(9, Z-+El 
1x1 >z 
(22) 
are satisjled. 
Note that Eqs. (21), (22) are, in general, independent from each other. 
If J(z) = c In a~, 3 < a < 1, c > 0, z > z,, then Eqs. (21), (22) are equivalent 
to the condition 
i 
Ix Is V(dx) = O(.s(z/ln 2a~) eQ(‘) In @z), z+ 00, (23) 
1x1 >z 
where o= 1 +a(k+2s-4), Q(z)=-c’($n z-(a’ lnln z-ta In c))ln 2a-‘z; 
Eq. (19) is evidently valid for a > 4 and is equivalent to the condition 
c > 2(s - 2 + IC) if a = 4. If a = j then Eq. (23) has the form 
i lxIS Wx) 1x1 >z 
= O(s(z/ln z) In s-1+W2)k+U/4)c2z . z-W2)~z), z+a~. (24) 
Note (see (14) ) that the sufficiency in Corollary 1 holds true if (19) is 
changed to l(z) > q @, q > 0, z > zq. Thus, if J(z) = c@ then the 
conclusion of Corollary 1 is valid for all positive c in the part of sufficiency. 
Put 
T(u, 2) = u(z - u/2)//1 - l*(z), u>o,z>z,. 
Remark 2. If R s S, then the condition (B,J is equivalent to the 
conditions (z + cc), 
1 
L 
PVl I > 4 e r(“~z) du = 0 
42 
and 
sup I ’ 
r(U,Z)+(k-l)(l-U/Z)ln(Z/A-‘(2)) du 
= 0 (+ v,(z) (&)kpl ewus(‘))) . WI 
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Here p is an arbitrary fixed number from the interval (0, S,), where 
& = &(e,J < 1 is a root of the equation (see (3)) 
Note that for spherically symmetric distributions V Eq. (25a) is equivalent 
to condition (Bx) for any 9I\, S, G % c d. 
The analog of Eqs. (25) is more complicated if the class 9I is wider than 
S,. Let H be a class of continuously differentiable functions h: R, -+ R 1 
satisfying the following conditions 
Cl < h(zB) < c*(z/A -‘(z))k-‘, 
1 - 
I’ (Pk lOI= 
R(zB) d&s = 1, 
Wa) 
P6b) 
for all z 2 z,, and unit vectors 19. Here 0 < c, < 1 < c, are constants, dS is the 
surface element of the unit sphere, qk = 2n”“/I’(k/2) is the area of the 
surface of this sphere. 
Remark 3. Let !I$ s !lI G ‘%I Then condition (Bd is equivalent to the 
condition 
L&) = 1’ ercuyr) i,x, >ufh(z, x) V(dx) du (El 
42 
= O(z-‘v,(z) e”(Yf(Z)J), z--1 co, 
uniformly in all h E H, where 
(27) 
(x*, 8) is the angle between the vectors x and 0 (if k = 1 we assume that 
fh 3 1). 
Remark 4. Let A(z) be a twice differentiable function satisfying Eqs. (3) 
and 
E&)/Z3 < -(ll’(z)/z)’ < $4(z)/z’, El > 0, z > z1; (28) 
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also, let a function E(Z) satisfy Eqs. (4) and (16). Then the condition (E) of 
Remark 3 is equivalent to the equation 
= 0 
( 
+ vs(z) (p(“s(L)) ) 
1 
z+ co, (29) 
uniformly in all h E H, where g(u) = r(u, Z(u)), Z(u) is the solution of the 
equation T;(u, z) = 0, u > u,, which exists and is unique due to Eqs. (3) and 
(28). 
Analogously, Eq. (25b) is equivalent to the relation 
I 
z+A-‘(2) 
sup 
ItI= z 
( l e 
g(u)+(k-l)(l-u/Z(u))ln(u/A-l(u)) 
I 
V(dx) du 
= 0 IV,(Z) -q-- 
(n z(z))k-’ eM”,li)~) ) ““‘:: oo, 
Note that if/i (z)/z ’ + ‘* t , e2 > 0, then (29) is equivalent to the relation 
sup I 
e”““‘f,(Z(x), x) V(dx) 
hsff z<lxl<ztA-‘(2) 
=o 
( 
1 
A-l2(z) Vs(z)e 
O(V,(Z)) 
i 
’ z+ co. (30) 
COROLLARY 2. Let a, /? be real numbers, 1 < a < 1, s > l/(1 - a) be an 
integer and (1 - a) s - 1 < /I < (1 - a) s - a. If ‘iUlm, G R G D then 
p;;; I -S,EA I =@(A)(1 +0(n-4)), n+ co, (31) 
uniformly in all A E R, satisfying (2) for A(z) = c . Zig, c > 0, if and only if 
the condition (I) of Theorem la holds, and, in addition, uniformly in all 
h E H, 
I 
e4~l~-““fn(x) V(h) = (-qz -(I +4)/a), z+co, (32) 
z<lxl<rtz’~*” 
where 
fh(x’=l,o,=l exp(o, log h(lxl8) - co3 Ix(~-“~(x~, 0)‘) dS, 
0, = cl/n . a - (2 - 2a)““-I, w,=2a- 1, L()~ = fc”“(2 - 2a)‘/*-‘. 
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3. RESULTS 2 
The results of this chapter are valid without restriction (C). 
Let D,., be a subclass of the class D such that A E D,,, if 
e -It* = @(A) < @(A 1/J <M * @(A) (33) 
for some positive numbers M, R. Here JI,,~ = {x:y EA, Ix -y( < l/R}. Put 
D,= Uz>d’m- 
Remark. If M is sufficiently large then 
!UIm,CD,. (34) 
THEOREM 3. Let % G D, and 
q(z) > 4z)lz’. (35) 
Then the conclusion of Theorem 1 is valid. 
THEOREM 4. Let the conditions of Theorem 3 and Eq. (12) be satisfied. 
Then the conclusion of Theorem 2 is valid. 
Note that all remarks of chapter 2 concerning Theorems 1 and 2 apply 
equally to Theorems 3 and 4. 
COROLLARY 3. Let A(z) = czza, c > 0, 4 < a < 1, s = [l/(1 - a)], 
y < (2 - 2a)( 1 - { l/( 1 - a)}) and let K(Z) be a function such that 
K(Z) 1% K(z)z~T 00, z>z,. 
Then 
= @(A)( 1 + O(K(\/Is))), n-1 00, (36) 
uniformly in all A E YJ$, satisfying Eq. (2), if and only if the conditions (T) 
of Theorem la hold and 
ewllXi2-““f,(x) V(dx) = O(K(Z”““) z-“~), z-03, 
uniformly in all h E H, where the notation is as given in Corollary 2. 
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COROLLARY 4. Let a function A(z) satisfy Eqs. (3), (28) and let 
A(z)>(l +q)z 2(s-2)lnz, q>O, z >z,, where s=max{integerk: 
lim SLIP~+~ Ak(z)/zzk-* > 0). In order that 
p& I -S”EA ! =@(A)(1 +0(l)), n+ co, (37) 
untformly in all sets A E ‘!&, satisfying (2), it is necessary and suflcient that 
condition (I) of Theorem la holds and, in addition, 
ul,(z) = w/v- 12(z>>, z--t co, 
yf: Ih(Z) = W/Z)~ Z+cO 
(the notation is given in Remark 4). 
COROLLARY 5. Let A(z) be a twice dtgerentiable function satisfying 
Eq. (3) for 0 ( E, < ; and (28), and let K(Z) be a function such that 
K(Z) 2 e -((1/2)-q)(A(r)/z)~(~-~ol(‘+~o) 3 q > 0. 
Then the conclusion of Corollary 3 holds u and only if 
=o K(W-'(z)) 
( 
-': 
) w '(4 ' 
z+ co, 
SUP Ih(Z)= 0 +K(A-l(Z))) , z+ 03. 
hcH 
(38) 
(39) 
COROLLARY 6. Let the functions A(z) and K(Z) satisfy Eqs. (18) and 
(38), respectively, for E, = 0. 
Then the conclusions of Corollary 3 are valid if and only if Eqs. (39) and 
are satisfied (note that one can change the function v-‘(z) in (39) for d(z)). 
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4. PROOFS 
We need the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. Let the conditions of Theorem 1 or la be satisfied. If for each 
rE(O,f) and each tER,, ltl= 1, the relation 
holds uniformly in u in the region (rA(fi), &4 (4)) then conditions (I), (II) 
of Theorem la are satisfied. 
Proof of Lemma 1. Using [ 31 and Theorem la (the necessity), we obtain 
for any t E R,, ItI = 1, when z + 03, 
Y&Y z> = j (6 4’ Wx) + t,(t) I(f,X)l<Z 
= I RK (t, 4’ Wx), 3<1<s; 
I 
(t, x)’ V(dx) + z - ’ lYs+,W +Z-*?G+*W 
I(f.X)l >r 
or 
= O(&(iZ)) ifs is even, 
Z 
i 
(N-I V(dx)+ly,(r,z>l+z-‘r,+,(t,z) 
I(f,X)l >z 
= O(&(dZ)) ifs is odd. 
From this it is not difficult to get the assertion of Lemma 1. Put 6 > 0, 
V,(dx) = V(dx), 1x1< Wfi), 
= 0, 1x1 > w.m 
V,,(A) = V,*“(A), P,(A) = v*“(A) A E B. 
LEMMA 2. Let conditions (I), (II) of Theorem la be satisj?ed and let A(Z) 
and E(Z) be functions satisfying Eqs. (3), (4), (6), (14b). Furthermore, let for 
some6>Oandanyp>l 
1 erix’ V,(dx) = O(r’a@/r)), n-03, (40) Ix-1 >Pll 
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un@wmly in r E (0, M(A(fi)/n)), w h ere M is a suflciently large positive 
number. Then 
WfiA)= (@(A)(1 +o (n4-/‘(2fi~)) 
+ 0 {,max n 
( ( 
K (2fi); 9 
~‘hm s n 
x @(A J;;lNvGJ 1) 
eo(n,(*L/i;” 9 n+ 03, (41) 
uniformly in all A E D satisfying the condition 
@(A)>@ 
I 
3 4f4 x:1x1>-- . 
2h I 
(42) 
Here & = 0 if condition (C) is satisfied, and & = 1 otherwise. 
Proof of Lemma 2. Let M > 4 m, where q is the number entering 
Eq. (14b). Put 
ecrqx) V,(dx), z = h t iv; h, v E R,. 
Let us show that 
lnf&> = f(z, z) t O(zi~(5M/z,)), It-+ co, (43) 
uniformly in h, lIzI< iM(A(&z)/n) and z, IzI <Ed, where 
z, = max(lzl, l/A(&)). We have 
f,(z) = l,,, x), (c e(r*x) v,(dx) 
+.I 
e”3”‘V,(dx) = I, + I,. 
I(Z.X)l >c 
Using Taylor’s expansion and the conditions of Lemma 2 it is easy to obtain 
I, = i (l/l!) <l(Z) + 0(4e(5M/z,)), n+oo, 
I=0 
uniformly in z, 1 z I < Ed, for c = 5M. 
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Further, by Eq. (40) for p = c we have 
+ ec 
I 
V(dx) = O(ZS,E(5M/Z,)), n+ co. 
1x1 >CllZl 
For reasons given it follows that 
f&> - 1=; (z9 z> + g3 + G(z) 
+ O(Z”,E(5~/Z,)), n-t 00. 
From this, taking into consideration Eq. (6) and the moments of the 
distribution @ properties, we get (43). 
Note that reasoning as above one can verify that uniformly in h, 
I h I < -:mww4~ 
a Wdh) 
ah, = h, + O(k ‘e(5M/h)), 
n+ 00, 
a2 Udh) 
(44) 
ah, ah,,, 
= d,, + O(P&(5M/i)), n+ co, 
where 
4, = 1, l=m, 
=O,I#m, 
m, 1 = I,..., k;h=max(lhj, l//i(G)). 
Now we show that 
v, = Vsn{x: 1x1 > MA(\/2T)} 
co n 
( A’($-d 
a249 e- A2(\/ii)ln @(A) , 1 
n-b ~0, (45) 
uniformly in A E ‘B satisfying Eq. (42). 
The estimate (45) allows us, while proving the equality (41), to restrict 
ourselves to sets A E D such that 
(46) 
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We have 
where x = (x1 ,..., xk) E R,, n? = M(A (&z)/fi). Using Chebishev’s 
inequality and Eq. (43) it is not difficult to prove that for all suffkiently 
large n and 1, 1 ,<l<k, 
n 
1, ( e -4iwn emm)xl . V*(k) 
From this and Eqs. (42), (14b), Eq. (45) follows. 
Let X,(h),..., X,(h) b e independent random vectors in R, with a common 
distribution function Vs(x, h) defined by the equality 
V,(dx, h) = e(h,x) V&x)/f,(h), h > 0. 
Then the random vector Y,(h) = (l/fi)(CE=, X,(h) - n a m(h)) has the 
distribution function 
V&x, h) = Vzn(&x + n . m(h), h), h > 0, 
and the characteristic function 
&(v, h) = (f8 (h t i%) e-icc’fipm’““lfa(h)) ‘, h > 0, 
where m(h) = grad In&(h) = W,(h). 
Now we show that uniformly in h, ) h / Q $V . A(fi)/n, and for ail 
sufficiently large n, 
fsn(v, h)= e-(1/2)lulz + 8 n 
A ‘hm fc,(2$) eC(1’4)i”‘2, lVI<&2$L 
(47) 
Ifsn(v, h)l < exp(-$z( 1 - sup 1 Ee(itVX1)I)), IVI > E2dk ll/>E, 
where (here and in what follows) ( 0 1 < c, constants c, E I - .sj. do not depend 
on n, v, h. 
Let us examine the following identity for z = h t iv: 
&(z) -f,(h) - (iv, w4Mh)) = 3 + ,i2 1~ (48) 
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where 
3 = eUw) 
( ( 
e(iv,x) 
Rk 
I, = 
I Rk 
e(h,rf $ (iv, x)’ V,(dx). 
It is not difficult to prove (reasoning as when obtaining (43)) that under the 
conditions of Lemma 2 for 1 v I< E* 
3 = 6 1 u (2 z;-2&(5M/z,), 
+ 1 + *** + (k x)‘-’ 
(S-Z)! 
1 + **a + 
(h, x)‘-’ (iv, x)’ 
= 
(s - I)! I! 
x @(dx) t 8 1 u I2 z”,-2&(5M/z,) 
(bearing in mind that z, = max(lzl, l/A(h)). From this and (48) we get 
(here co(z) = exp(f(z, z))) 
.I&) -.MW - (h grad.MW 
= P(Z) - q(h) - (iu, grad co@)) 
+ e ) u I2 z;-2&(5M/z,), lul G&2. 
The equality (49) and the relation 
K(Z) =fs(z)/u)(z) = 1 + 8Zs,E(5M/Z,), lzl<6l9 
which is valid by (43), allow us to conclude that 
(49) 
K(z)/@) - 1 = (m(h) - h, iv) + 0 (u (* (z, Is-* ~(5ikf/Iz, I). 
It follows from (50) that 
(50) 
( 1 ln f,(h) X44 e- i(m(b).o)+(l/*)lvl* 1 
= ln(e-OnVi)-h,iv) 
~(Z)/~@N 
= -(m(h) - h, iv) + K(z)/K(~) - I t 8 IK(z)/K(~) - 1 I2 
=w2 Iz,Is-2 &(5~/l$I), Iv1 G&2. 
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l, = min(M4 (&2)/J& (P2 * &(5M/u))- 1’2). 
Then I v I * 1E-2~(5M/&,) < 1, ) v I < <,, , and consequently, 
f&&J, h) = e-(1’2J’“‘2(1 + L9(u(2AS-2&(5f14/A)) 
-(1/2)lul2 + 0, n =e 
A2(da 
~s(2im 
x e-w2)lul* 
3 l4<L. (52) 
Otherwise, if r,, < I v I Q c2 fi, where e2 is sufficiently small, then 
IfsnOb 41 <e- (5/12)1012 < e-W4)l~12-W6)l~ 
= ~e-W4)lvl* e-W6)M2~2(fi)/n 
+ (*)“e(-&)) 
= e1 A’(h) 
ic,(2fi) e-(“4)‘““, t;, < 1 v 1 < E2 j/G (53) 
(also, see (51) and (14)). Further, it is easy to see that 
and consequently, 
G e-(1/2)n(l--su~,t,,,,IEei(~,xi~l) 
9 I4>~2fi,~>,~,. 
From above and (52), (53), Eq. (47) follows. 
Put H,(x, h) = Vs,(x, h) - G(x). Using (47) we can prove as in [6, 
Chap. 131 that for any convex Bore1 set A c R, and for all n > n,, 
(54) 
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where v(B) is the volume of B c R,, S(B) is the area of the surface of B, 
h E R,, IhI< l.SMA(~-)/ n n; a, = aI/& if the condition (C) is not satisfied, 
and a = e-&l’ otherwise; constants c, E, do not depend on n and A. 
Wenprove Lemma 2 using the method of [5 1. Let us divide R, into nonin- 
tersecting cubes K,, v = 1,2 ,..., 
*>-‘7 
with the edge of length f, where f< (A ($)/ 
and put z”=AnK,. Let 6, be an arbitrary point in A,, 
a, = d,/fi, and let h, = h(a,) be the root of the equation m(h,) = a,, which 
exists and is unique for any a,, ]a,( < MA(‘)/n, by virtue of Eq. (44) (also 
see [2]). We have [5, Lemma l] 
V&5X”) = e -nd(atJ 
0 ‘T-a, 
e - fi(x*kQ(dx) + j e- ficx’k”‘H,(dx, h,) 
Jr”--a; 
=e - “dyzl + I,), (55) 
where d(a,) = (h,, a,) - lnfs(hU). By (44), 
z 1 = ew2)11”l~ 
,-(l/Z,lx+t,l*-J;i(x.k,-~,) 
= @@J e”‘2)~‘Ui’(1 + 9 liDlS-2 &(2M/]ii,])), &, = max(]a,], l/A(fi)). (56) 
The integral I, is estimated as the analogous one in [5]. Here we use the 
estimate (54) instead of (6) in [5]. We have as a result 
1, = 6, @(K,) eu/2)l~“l* 
( 
n 
A ‘<v/rr> 
4(2\/;;)+7 9 1 n>n,. (57) 
Put Q,(a) = n($ [aI2 -d(u)), u E R,, Jul <M(A(&)/n). One gets from 
(55)-(57) for all sufficiently large n, 
Equations (44, (43), (46), and (58) allow us to get, summarizing over V, 
V,,(fiA) = eoc’+c2fi))(@(A) 
+ 4 @(A fifl ( n2(nfi) %(2&G + 7)) 9 n -+ 00. (59) 
Let the condition (C) be satisfied. Then choosingf= & and in view of the 
equality @(A&) = @(A) + O&, we get from (59) the inference of 
Lemma 2. On the other hand if the condition (C) is not satisfied then one 
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can obtain the assertion of Lemma 2, choosing f = @/A(\/;;). Lemma 2 
is proved. 
COROLLARY. In the conditions of Lemma 2, 
V&,(fiA) = @(A) eO(“s(Z\/ii)+A(fi)/n), n-ten, (604 
uniformly in all A E D,, satisfying the Eq. (42); if, moreover, the condition 
(C) is satisfied then 
V,,(&iA) = @(A) ewrs(*fi)), n-w, (6Ob) 
uniformly in all A E D, satisfying (42). 
Now we show that ‘%T$ G D, (see (34)). Let A E YJI,, pa = infxpA Ix/ and 
let x,, be a point on the boundary of A, such that 1 x, / = pA . Then 
{x:(x,x,)>p:}cA~{X:~XI>pa}. (61) 
Further, the following assertion is valid: if r > 0 and a convex Bore1 set 
B 3 {x: Ix]< r} then for any E > 0, B,G (1 + E/r) B. 
Proof If yEB, then y=x+p,xEB, IpI<&. Let A= 1 +e/r. Then 
(l/A)(x +p) = (l/A) x + (1 - l/l)(p/(A - 1)) E B so far as p/(1 - A> = 
r(p/e) E {x: Ix/< r}. The proof is finished. 
Hence it is not difficult to get for pa > 1, 
since if @(A) = ebR2 thenO<c,<p,/R<c,<co (see(61)).Ifp,<l then 
0.15 ( @(A) and A ED,, M= 3. 
Now we turn to proving Theorems I and 3. Assume that the conditions of 
Theorem 1 (or 3) hold true. It is not difftcult to get 
n 
1 
V 
lYl>SA(\/;;) 
s,n-,(A -Y> V(dy)<P#)- V,,(A) 
<n I ,y,>6A(J) I’,-# -Y) WY) (62) n 
for any 6 > 0 and A E 93. A simple reasoning shows that if 0 < 6 ( 1 and 
E, = {x: 1x1 > /i(fi)} then 
n 
1 
V 
IYI >A(J;;) 
a,n-AE,, -Y) WY) 
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Since (see (3), (8)) 
sup ](I&-, - @)1x: (AY) > OH = o(l), n+ co, 
Y-k 
(62), (63) yield the estimate 
PAEn) a 4WK I > Gm n>n,. (64) 
Now we prove that the fultilment of Eq. (1) uniformly in all sets A E W, 
satisfying (2), is necessary for the fulfillment of conditions (I), (II), and (Ba) 
(see Theorems la and 1). 
The conditions of Lemma 1 are evidently satisfied if (1) holds and, conse- 
quently, the conditions (I), (II) of Theorem la are also true. 
Further, from (64) and (1) for A = E, one concludes (see also Lemma 2 
from [4]) that 
P{IX,I > z} = 0(2-2e-(l/2-90)~rlA-‘(z))*), z- 00. (65) 
We state that if 6 is sufficiently small then Eq. (40) issues from (65). 
Really, we have 
i 1x1 >plr 
erlxi V,(dx) < P{IX, I > p/r} +jsnlA) eryP([X,I > y} dy. (66) 
P/t. 
Moreover, 
by virtue of Eq. (3) for any T and y such that 
0 < r < M(A (fi>ln), P/r< lYKWfi>~ 
if 6 = 6(M, eo, qo) is sufficiently small. 
From (65)-(67) and (7) ‘t 1 is not difftcult to obtain (40). So, all the 
conditions of Lemma 2 are satisfied and, consequently, Eq. (60) is valid. 
Now to check the validity of (Bd one can use Eq. (60a) (or (60b)) in the 
left-hand part of the inequality (62) for n = min{1: I > z’}. So, the necessity 
in Theorems 1 and 3 is proved. 
Let us prove the sufficiency in these theorems. We use weaker 
conditions (14) instead of Eq. (7). It is easy to see that from Eq. (9) for 
A = (x: /x( > A(z)/z) the estimate (17) follows. From (17) it follows that 
P{IX, 1 > z) = O(zwS&(~ -‘*(z)/z) e-(1/2-~~)(z’A-‘(r))Z), z + co, (68) 
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where q. is an arbitrarily small positive number. Using Eq. (14a) and (68) 
instead of (7) and (65), respectively, the validity of (40) can be proved. Put 
where L is a suffkiently large natural number, 2 = 2, 3,.... 
Lemma 2 and (62) imply that 
@(A) c~~(~s(*fi)) < P,(fiA) < @(A) ewKs(*fi)) + Z,(A), (69) 
uniformly in n > n, and sets A E D (or Dy) satisfy Eq. (2). Let I = 2. Since 
if L and n are sufficiently large (see Eqs. (14a), (3~(5), and (68)) then from 
(69) it follows that for each m, 0 < m <L - 1, 
P,-,(fi A) = @(dm A) eocrrJfi)), n+co, (70) 
uniformly in sets A E D (or D,), satisfying the condition 
@(A > > Q,(b (EJ 
Put 
B,= /~:@(a-+~)aQ.(r,l, 
Let a set A belong to the class D (or Dy) and satisfy the condition (El+ ,). 
Then according to (70) for all n > n, and m, 0 < m Q L - I - 1, 
+ n I,, @Mm - m - l)(A -v/A)} eWK’(fi))v(dY) 
(71) 
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where ‘31, = {B: B E 93, @(B) ( Q,(l)}. A ccording to the property (11) of 
class 9l for any B E: R, there exists a set B 2 B, fi E R, such that 
r< @(B")/@(B)< r/r,, for r= Q,(l)/@(B), or Q,(l)& @(@G l/r, Q,(l). 
Consequently (see (70)), for 0 < m <L - I - 1 
= 0 $ Q,(l) e”(x5(fi)J) , n + co, uniformly in B E %,. 
Using this estimate and also conditions (BJ and (17) we get for every m, 
O<m<L-l-l, 
= O(K,(&) e”(‘Q(fi))@(dm A)), n + co. 
From this and (69) already for 1= 3, it follows that (70) is fulfilled for m, 
0 < m <L - 1, uniformly in all sets A E 9?, satisfying condition (E,). If we 
repeat the reasoning made L - 3 times more, we finish the proof of the 
sufficiency in Theorem 1 (or 3). So, Theorems 1 and 3 are proved. 
Further we prove Remarks 2-4, and 1. To prove Remark 2 one must show 
that Eq. (25a) ((25b)) is equivalent to the condition (BsJ, where R consists 
of sets (x: 1x1 > T}, r > 0 (!R consists of sets {x: [(t, x)1 > r, It 1 = l}, r > 0). 
Let us consider the more complicated condition (25b). It is easy to see 
that @{x: I@, x - u)l > r} =: 1 - @i(r - j(t, u)l), where @i(z) = (l/G) 
IL e -W dt; further, Eq. (10) for the sets A(r) = {x: [(t, x)1 > I} is 
equivalent to the relation r < R = R(z), where R satisfies the condition 
@(A(R)) = 2(1 - Q,(R)) = @{x: 1x1 >/l(z)}, z(z) =A(z)/z. 
So far as the function (1 - @,(r - a))/(1 - G,(r)) is monotonically 
increasing with r if u > 0, then condition (B,) can be rewritten in the form 
= O(z-‘K,(Z) e”(Ks(z))(l - Q,(R))), Z’CO, (72) 
for every 6 > 0. 
Show that the region of integration in (72) can be changed for 
{ Y: I( > ~4)}. Th en one can easily get (25b) from (65) by integration 
by parts, using the equality 
c = c(z) ~l,z+co 
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(about the possibility to replace 6 by fi from (25b), see [4]). Let t, be an 
arbitrary unit vector in R, and let vectors t 2,..., t, be chosen in such a way 
that(tj,t,)=O,j#m,]tj]=l, l<j<m<k.Then 
lY: Pl~Yl > Mz)l= Iv: IYI > dA(z)l 
= iv: I(t1,v)l > WZN (73) 
u i, {Y: I(t,vY>l d&) < ](t,,J’)]}, 6= S/\/i;; 
1=2 
moreover, 
I (1 - @,(R - I(tl vy/z)l)) WY) I(fl,Y)lC~A(~)<l(~,.Y)l 
< I (1 - @,(R - l(t,,y/z)l)) WY), 2<l<k. (74) ICff,Y)l>8An(~) 
With the help of the relations (73), (74) it is easy to prove the requisite 
assertion. 
Let us prove Remark 3. As a preliminary, we note that it is easy to show 
using the integration by parts in the left-hand side of the relation (E) that the 
condition (E) is equivalent to the conditions (17) and 
I ~(r)>,x,>D*(z) (1-e (“(z~~~x~))/h(~(Z)~x)~(~~) 
%(Z> -(1/2)(.4(z)/z)2+ O(n,(r)) =o -e 
i ZA (z) )? 
Z-CO, (75) 
uniformly in all h E H, where the functionf,(z, x) is determined in (27). 
We start the proof of the fact that the condition (Bn) implies (E) for 
?I 2 !B&. We assume that k > 1 (the case k = 1 was examined in [3]). 
Let the set A,, = {(I, w): r > r,(v)}, where r, r,~ = (w,,..., vk) are the 
spherical coordinates in R,, 
e0 is a unit vector in R, with the direction IJI, h E H. The set A,, satisfies the 
condition (10) [2, Chap. 71 for some appropriate c. Further (see [2, (56)] 
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= I a -Y/Z) dx Azk 
= (2nY’~~ (JZZ) + jr;;;) rk-’ i 
2 
4Yl Xexp -++- 
I 
I YIZ 
- 
Z 
cos w1- 2z2 
I 
3(v)drdy=Z, +I,, 
(76) 
where (without loss of generality) v/l is an angle between the vectors x 
and y, z(Z)=A(Z)/Z, 3(v)= sinke2 vi eve sin vk-2, dw=dwi “’ dyk-l, 
~={y/:O~~,~n,l~v~k-1,0~~,~,~2~}. Let E,={x:Ixl>A(z)}. 
We have (see [2, (46), (47)]) 
Z ,=1-Q, 
iAc,):’ “I 
= WE, -Y/Z>, 
P~(Z)<IYl<&)~ zr al. 
From (76), (77), and the condition (B,) the relation 
I WE: -Y/Z> WY) BA(Z)SlYl<A(Z) 
(77) 
= O(z-‘K,(Z) e”(rrJz))@(E,)), z-+ 00, (78) 
arises which is equivalent to (75), h E 1 (see [2, (48), (7)]). It is easy to 
verify that if &4(z) < ) y 1 < A(z) then 
T(yl)=J’@)exp I--~++Jcos~,---$/ rk-‘dr 
r,ccirj 
- Xk-‘(z) exp 
I 
lY12 -+i2(Z) --g +;T(r)J&os ‘y 
Z 
I 
! 
(79) 
where g,(y) =x(z) - (1 y j/z) cos v/~. Let 
PY, = 1 w: 1 ‘f’l I < k&@?/&), &(y)(&z) - +) > 11 , (80) 
where 2 is a large positive constant. With the help of (26a), (26~) it is not 
difficult to show that 
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1 T(v)D(y/)dv= 0 min 1 Y\Yl ( ( ) A(z;-y) ~-(ll’)(o(‘)-lyl/~)‘) 
= O(@(E, -Y/Z)), z+cO; (81) 
~~,~(~)3(W)dW=P-1(z)(1-~1 (A(z)z-‘y’)) 
X 
J I 
1 A(Z>lYl w: 
‘yl exp -5 Z2 
+dr (l/l) A(z)-‘yi Cr(ly)dly L 
=,;(A(z),,)P~(z)(l 
I 
- Q1 (A(z)z- “1)) 
+ o@(E, -Y/Z), Z+a3~e~<cl. (82) 
The estimate (75) follows from (76)-(82) and the condition (B& The 
estimate (17) issues directly from the condition (Bn) for A = E,. So, 
(‘41) => W 
Now we prove the inverse assertion. Let condition (17) and (75) be 
satisfied. It is sufficient to verify that condition (Bd is satisfied if 
(P(x -Y/Z> WY) 2 Y, a> 3 
IYI >sA(r) I 
where a constant yr is determined by the equation @(AI,) = @(E,). It was 
proved in [2,49]) that the set zz is the complement of some convex Bore1 set l 
in R, which has a regular boundary and does not contain the origin. 
Moreover, the distance between the origin and the boundary of A, is greater 
than 
rz = J(z) - (k - l)(ln 1(z) + In c)/J(z), (83) 
where c is a sufficiently large positive number. Reasoning in the same way as 
in (76)-(81), one can get for all z > zi, 
+ Cl 
I 
SA(r)<,Y,<A(r) (1 - @1 (n(z);’ ‘I)) VW) + c,~k-‘(z) 
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(84) 
where ci is a positive constant, dr,(v) =x(z) -r,(v), I = r,(w) is the 
equation of the boundary of A’, in the spherical coordinates (r, w) introduced 
in (76). 
The first summand in Eq. (84) is estimated by (17), and the second and 
the third ones by condition (75), h = 1, and h = g(x), respectively, where 
Here 8, is the unit vector in R, with the direction VI, h,(19,) is some regular 
function, satisfying the equations c, < &(B,) < c,x’-‘(z), 
(one can show that s, O, = i h,(8) dS z 1, z --f co (see [2, (54)] for details), and 
if Eq. (68) holds uniformly in h E H then this condition holds uniformly in 
all functions K). So, 
(17), (75) 0 W =+- (W, %~!u$. 
Remark 3 is thereby proved. 
Proof of Remark4. The equivalence of the conditions (E) and (29) for 
h z 1 can be verified as in [4]. So, in the conditions (E) and (29), instead of 
the function fh(z, x), it is sufficient to consider the function Th(z, x) which is 
defined by the equality (27) except in so far as the integral is taken over the 
set 
I 8: I(xA, f3)l gR”-1(z) - di&p=q. Z 
It is easy to see [2, (22), (23)] that 
L:,<Z> xl 4xw4 x)3 z--t co, 
if 
lu-z-‘(z)l<c/i-‘(z)~~, JxI=z, 
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where Z- ‘(2) is the inverse function of Z(u). The remaining reasonings can 
be carried out analogously to [2]. 
To prove (30) we use the equivalency of the conditions (E) and (17), (75) 
and also the properties of g(u) [2, Lemma 11. 
To prove Remark 1 we must show that relations (17) and (E) are 
equivalent if (15) and (16) hold. This is obtained in the same manner as in 
proving Remark 1 from [4]. Equation (26a) should be used and the function 
d(t, x) should be changed to 
1% w> d(t,x)+2(k- 1)(1-4 *lx 3 A(x)= ” 
z-qj 
in the calculations in [4]. 
To sum up we would like to note that Theorem 2 and Remark 1 yield 
Corollary 1. Thereby one should bear in mind that 
z/A - ’ (z) - ‘4 (z)/z, z+ al, 
is valid if (18) holds. 
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